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Our motivation for the study

Physics basis for extended MHD computations of experimental NTMs

First map out linear growth rates which are calculated for series of
equilibria based on equilibrium reconstructions of a single discharge
in the DIII-D tokamak with 3/2 and 2/1 NTM onset.

Include extended MHD effects relevant to experiment such as two
fluid physics, Toroidal flow shear, Energetic Particles

Study the Modified Rutherford Equation modeling, and reconcile
linear growth rates with experimental, Δ’ eff the effective classical tearing
index. [La Haye et al. PoP, 2010]

Use as a basis for expectations from extended MHD nonlinear
simulations of NTMs using NIMROD in comparison to experiment.



Hybrid discharge: the study of the effect of plasma
flow on tearing stability

Tokamak hybrid experiments commonly show an m/n=3/2 neoclassical tearing mode
(NTM) evolving during the slow β ramp up before the onset of an m/n=2/1 NTM.

La Haye et al, PoP 2010



Kinetic equilibrium reconstructed for pressure, safety
factor, and current in a hybrid (qmin≥1) discharge

125476: Reconstruction without toroidal plasma flow

1.06



Stability maps of the n=2 and n=1, MHD only cases
(125476) agree with experimental trajectory of βN

In theoretical and numerical calculations of the MHD stability of these
configurations, the n=1 mode is typically more unstable than the n=2 mode,
as the ideal limit in βN of the n=2 is higher than the n=1.

DIII-D experiment

NIMROD



Equilibrium energetic particle pressure matched to
experimental profiles for PIC δf computation

Except the edge, pressure profile fits to particle pressure ph~exp(-2ψ)

Pr (the ratio of the viscosity to electric diffusivity)=100 

S~106,107



“Destabilizing n=1”, anisotropic pressure of energetic
particles also produces real frequency for the n=1

NOTE:

MHD only is
STABLE

γτA~ -2.8x10-4

•βfrac= 16.0 %,
•S=2.7x107 ,
•βN=2.5 ,
•γτA~ 4.6x10-3 ,
•ωτΑ∼4.0x10-2 .

Preliminary results2/1Nonresonant 1/1

125476, qmin=1.06



“Destabilizing n=2”, anisotropic pressure of energetic
particles also produces real frequency for n=2

•βfrac= 16.0 %,
•S=2.7x107 ,
•βN=2.5 ,
•γτA~ 3.2x10-3 ,
•ωτΑ∼1.4x10-2 .

NOTE:

MHD only is stable

γτA~ -4.0x10-4

Preliminary results

125476, qmin=1.06

3/2Nonresonant 2/2



PIC code operating correctly on n=2: the n=2 spatial
projection of  δf in phase space shows trapped cone

•64x48 ,
•nh=9.8x106 ,
•ε~ 50 keV ,
•εc~2.5 keV.

Similar features
to n=1:
Asymmetry, 
cone structure



PIC code operating correctly on n=2: Energy, density,
weight, and V|| of Energetic particles



Set up survey lines as a function of qmin and βN for
energetic particle and flow effects on linear growth rates

1) Energetic particle effects

2) Toroidal flow effects

NIMROD PEST
DCON



Preliminary results: Linear Growth rates increase with
energetic particles for this DIII-D hybrid case

Strong effects at lower growth rates
Weak effects at high growth rates=>

BUT:
Destabilizing

Similarity to Takahashi et al.
PRL(2009) on 2/1 mode

 survey line of qmin  survey line of βN



Next we model fast toroidal rotation Ω observed in the
core of discharge 125476

La Haye et al, POP 2010

Vφ0

R

We impose Gaussian
Not in equilibrium 
pressure (yet)



Toroidal flow is also destabilizing to n=1 at low qmin

! 

t = 4.0 "10#4

•Ωi= 140 (krad/s),
•S=2.7x107 ,
•qmin =1.040,
•βN=2.5 ,
•γτA~ 5.7x10-3 ,
•ωτΑ ∼1.2x10-2 .

! 

"i ~ 140(krad /s)

! 

"i = 0

Poloidal FFT

NOTE:

MHD only: γτA~ 4.7x10-4

Preliminary results

125476, qmin=1.04



Preliminary results: Linear Growth rates increase or
destabilize with toroidal flow

S=2.7x107

 preliminary results:
Near Marginal  overstable 

mode

 survey line of qmin  survey line of βN



Summary and Discussion

1. Coupled Energetic Particles and resistive MHD

• Linear resistive MHD analyses suggest energetic particle destabilization
of n=1 and n=2 modes.

2. Coupled Toroidal flow and resistive MHD

• Linear resistive MHD analyses suggest flow destabilization of n=1 mode
in experimental trajectory region.  (n=2 under further investigation)

1. Non-resonant 1/1, 2/2 may be destabilized by energetic particles?

 2. n=2 destabilized in driven, saturated stages? Need force balance with flow
in equilibrium for comparison and careful consideration of marginal modes

Basic Idea: To establish a physics basis for nonlinear NTM calculations, we aim
to study the linear growth rates which include energetic particles, toroidal flow
and two fluid effects, and study the Modified Rutherford Equation with Δ’eff the
effective classical tearing index for eventual comparison to initial value
simulations including these effects.


